Napoleonic itinerary in the Langhe, land of the eno gastronomic
excellencies
Day 1: Cuneo
Transfer by private coach or minivan from the International Turin Caselle’s Airport or Milano Malpensa’s
Airport to Cuneo, accommodation in the hotel. Meeting in the lobby with the Cube Staff to have an
introduction of the tour. A short visit of Cuneo includes a lunch in a well-known restaurant of this town then
a special chocolate tasting with the “Cuneesi al Rhum” (dark chocolate with Rhum liquor) in an historical
chocolate shop. In the afternoon transfer by a private coach or minivan to upper Pesio Valley visiting the
Certosa of Pesio. Back to Cuneo having dinner in a starred Michelin’s Restaurant “Delle antiche contrade”.
Overnight.
Day 2: Napoleonic itinerary
Morning breakfast. Start of the Napoleonic itinerary from the Vicoforte sanctuary (visit included), then
passing through the small villages of Brichetto, San Michele Mondovì, Rocca d’Arazzo. After lunch, prepared
with local dishes of this region, transfer to Mombasiglio visiting the Bonaparte’s Museum. New transfer to
the town of Mondovì, short visit, then accommodation in the booked rooms. Dinner in the starred Michelin’s
restaurant “Il baluardo”. Overnight.
Day 3: Crossing the Langhe
Morning breakfast. Beginning of the Langhe tour by a private coach or a minivan, passing through Ceva
visiting shortly the ruins of the fortress. The tour continues visiting the small villages of Murazzano, enjoying
a cheese tasting in a well known cheese producer. Stop in a nice “trattoria” in Roddino having lunch with the
Langhe specialties. After lunch going on to Monforte and Barolo. In the late afternoon wine tasting near Alba
to enjoy the famous Barolo wine in one of the most important Piedmont wine estate. New transfer to La
Morra and Cherasco. Dinner in a starred Michelin’s restaurant in Cervere then back to the hotel at Cherasco.
Overnight.
Day 4: Cherasco
Morning breakfast. In the morning visit of this nice village with the Napoelonic Museum. Lunch based on
escargots in a recommended restaurant downtown. In the afternoon visiting the Salmatoris Palace where the
Armistice between Napoleon and the Savoy Kingdom was signed in 1796. Then enjoying the visit of the
marvelous synagogue. Tasting chocolate in an historical pastry shop before going back to the hotel. Dinner
and overnight.
Day 5: Departure
Transfer by private coach or minivan to Turin Caselle International Airport or Milano Malpensa’s Airport.
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